Parliamentary Government in England
The effect of this has, I think, been serious in many
ways. In the first place, it has lowered the prestige of the
parliamentary system in the eyes of public opinion. A
Member of Parliament, even, with rare exceptionsj a
member of either of the front benches of the House of
Commons, has much less hold upon the interest of the
nation than in the pre-war period. The power of the
debates themselves to influence public opinion has
deteriorated also. They are less fully reported than in the
past, with rare exceptions; there has even grown up a
section of the public Press which barely attempts to report
them at all. I add that this is not, in my judgment, either
the result of a decline in the quality of members of Parlia-
ment or of any diminution in the interest or significance
of the debates themselves. It is rather due to two things
for neither of which can the institution of Parliament be
held responsible. On the one hand, the nature of the
subject-matter with which Parliament has now to deal
rarely lends itself to the direct solutions, the dramatic
clashes of personality, which were characteristic of the
pre-war period. Franchise reform, the principle of
national education, Home Rule for Ireland, at least the
large outlines of these issues could be seized by every
responsible citizen; and they could be dramatized by men
like Gladstone and Disraeli so that they appeared an
intimate part of everyone's life* As soon as an issue
capable of being so seized by the public emerges—the
Revised Prayer Book, divorce law reform^ the Hoare-
Laval proposals—it makes the House of Commons at once
the centre of the national interest.
The second cause is related to the first* Most of the
questions now discussed by Parliament are of a quasi*
technical character. Their very nature does not lend
itself either to dramatic debate or to simplicity of journal-
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